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President's Letter

In this issue we present a product of the fourth generation of the Adams family.  The
first three generations included the two Adams Presidents and Charles Francis Adams,
the very successful American Minister at the Court of St. James during the Civil War. 
The fourth, and last influential generation consisted of three brothers, Henry, Brooks
and Charles Francis Jr. all of whom partook of the disillusionment with American
political life after the Civil War.  Charles Francis was a railroad President and a
contributor to Chapters of Erie, a denunciation of postwar corruption.  Henry was the
composer of fair-minded histories of the Jefferson and Madison administrations as well
as of what may be the most famous American autobiography.  Brooks Adams wrote
several somber historical works.  Although there were later Adamses, including
Coolidge's Secretary of the Navy and a president of Raytheon Corporation, none left a
great mark after the fourth generation.
 
The document we present here is Brooks Adams' essay on The Legacy of Henry
Adams, part of a collection of Henry's writings published as The Degradation of the
Democratic Dogma. The essay is more about John Quincy Adams than about Henry; it
portrays him as the last of the Federalists and the first of the Whigs, who tried to
industrialize the Upper South and thus forestall the slavery controversy.  It says little
about his abolitionism, portraying him as a martyr to the cause of science as well as a
skeptic about the early manifestations of feminism.  Its appearance here is justified by
the unfamiliarity of Brooks Adams' views.  (Due to considerations of length, we will
present the first two chapters of the essay in this issue and the last two chapters in the
next issue of the Advance Sheet – J.B.)
 

George W. Liebmann

“Managing Bureaucracy and the End of an Era”



On Wednesday, May 25, 2022, at 12:30 p.m., Donald Devine will speak on the
federal bureaucracy. The lecture will be both in-person and by way of Zoom.  

Donald Devine is a senior scholar at The Fund for American Studies in Washington,
D.C.  He served as President Ronald Reagan’s civil service director during the
president's first term in office.  During that time, the Washington Post labeled him
“Reagan’s Terrible Swift Sword of the Civil Service” for cutting bureaucratic excesses
and reducing billions in spending. 

Before and after his government service, Devine was an academic, teaching 14 years as
associate professor of government and politics at the University of Maryland and for a
decade as a professor of Western civilization at Bellevue University.  In the definitive
work on Frank Meyer’s essays, Devine was listed as one of the dozen “leading lights”
of the postwar fusionist reevaluation of conservative and libertarian thinking. 

He is a columnist appearing regularly in The American Spectator, The Imaginative
Conservative and Library of Law & Liberty and is the author of ten books, including
his most recent The Enduring Tension: Capitalism and the Moral Order and Political
Management of the Bureaucracy.

Today, Devine writes and teaches young people, speaking about reviving the
Constitution and what Reagan called the secret of its success: the way it harmonized
freedom and tradition in its fragile balance called federalism.
Devine has been called "The best-known head of the Federal civil service since
Theodore Roosevelt" - the Washington Post.

Time: 12:30 p.m., Wednesday, May 25, 2022, with a wine & cheese reception
immediately following.  YES – after an absence of two years the Library’s famous
reception is back.

R.S.V.P.: If you would like to attend telephone the Library at 410-727-0280 or reply
by e-mail to jwbennett@barlib.org.  Please remember to indicate whether you will be
attending in-person or by way of Zoom.  If you are joining us remotely, a Zoom link
will be forwarded the week of the program.   

mailto:jwbennett@barlib.org


Odds Are

Last Saturday I witnessed one of the most exciting sporting events in quite some time,
the 148th running of the Kentucky Derby. The race was won by an 80 to 1 shot by the
name of Rich Strike. The owners/trainer of the horse only discovered that they would
be running the day before the race. The Derby is limited to twenty horses and Rich
Strike was rated 21st, having worked his way up from twenty-four when a number of
horses declared they would not be running. It was not until a late scratch of one of the
twenty that his opportunity to run was claimed. Considered to have almost no chance
of winning, the horse was very much ignored even by the announcer who was so busy
concentrating on other horses, the first time he mentioned Rich Strike in earnest was
when he was crossing the finish line.  

Perhaps the only instance I can remember with a more unlikely outcome, a greater
upset, was when the United Sates men's hockey team beat the vaunted Soviet Union
team in the 1980 Winter Olympics. The American team was composed of college boys
while the Soviets consisted of some of the greatest professionals in the game at that
time. In a tune up leading into the Olympics the Soviets defeated the United States 10
to 3. All who witnessed it were of the opinion that it could have been much worse if
the Soviets had wanted it to be. So, as the Americans skated off the ice with a 4 to 3
Olympic victory, on their way to an eventual gold medal, we could answer Al
Michael's question of whether we believed in miracles, with a resounding "Yes we do!"

Although it is always exhilarating to watch an underdog pull off an upset, except of
course when your team is the one being upset (stupid Miracle Mets), it is nice not to
have to overcome the odds, to be better situated to win, to not have to climb that
mountain. To better your odds in the legal arena, why not do what competitors have
been doing for 182 years, come to the Bar Library. A case, a statute, a treatise, a
database, why not avail yourself of what is going to help you cross the finish line



first. Put the odds in your favor by accessing one of the most extensive collections of
legal materials available or one of the most comprehensive collections of databases you
are going to find.  

The material is ample, the costs de minimis: I mean, it does make sense does it not? Of
course if you would prefer to go to court as an underdog, say an 80 to 1 shot, that is up
to you.      

I look forward to seeing you soon, here at the Library, or perhaps at the Preakness.

    Joe Bennett
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